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Measuring is part of math in the real world.

Borden must have forgotten his books.

Mary Michael, Jeny and Grunch

James, look in your backpack FIRST!

Erin measures for physics.

Michael consults with Ms. Scales.

(Above) The Spirit Stoppers are rockin' and rollin'.
(Below) Reagan works on math.

(Above) Playing together is as important as working together.
(Below L) Math requires concentration. R: Part of spirit competition.

(Above) Shelby works with tangrams.
(Below) Maggie, a tiger all the way.

Dr. Cambarn.

(Above) Nancy and Meredith - what's with the waffle hats?
(Below) The art room is so invigorating (and so is the radio!)
Austn Powers, he's the man.

Ryan in a pondering moment.

Ryan and Clayton try to look buff.

Mrs. Thompson cooks Belgian waffles.

Meredith and Linda on Halloween

Elizabeth practices her math.

Crosby considers opening his book.

David grabs a sip of water.

I wonder why Josh is smiling.

The cheerleaders do a stunt.

Andre works hard.

Katy gets into the game.

The seventh graders take a bus trip.

Justin, Dan, Stevie, and Bria play dress-up.

First those muscles!
It's a senior fine-up!

Fifth graders are proud of their work.

(Above) L: Toothpicks, wow! R: Mariah and Natalia. (Below) L: Beautiful Emily! C: 100's Day. R: Mia cass her spell.

Faculty
"Oh, boy! Snacks give us energy for the afternoon!"

Jordan and Gordon are "creating great art" together.

The girls take a break in the sunshine.

Hunter, Scott, and Brook—good friends.

(Above) "And the tooth fairy came, and...!" R: We like to help tell stories. (Below) L: And we like to listen. R: Too, too cute!

Brook knows this one!

Good job!

Scott is ready to work!

This class is really paying attention.

Mrs. White's students know how to get a little crazy!
First Grade

Haley's done for the day.

Above: Alexis picks up her toys.

Below: Katie, Colin, and Molly Sue.

I wonder what Keise is holding.

Hayes and his hat.

Arian gets a pie in the face!

Ben wins away.

Colin Pink
Joseph Pierre
Josh Pruitt
Emily Presson

Jude Sanchez
Benjamin Simpson
Vladimir Walker
William White
Charlotte Wenzelrek
Thomas Wu
Zach, Paul, Ben, Joseph, and Harrison pose for a picture.

Molly Sue and Charlotte.

Shebi and Katie.

Who knows the answer?

Jade and Dylan team up.

Paul works hard.

Hayes walks down the hall.

Let's do math!

Alexis and Selby are best friends forever!

Mrs. Fowler, Thomas, and Brandon.

Claiborne and Kailyn.

Connor at recess.

Nina, Steven, and Emily make Jack-O-Lanterns.

Brandon sails through the tunnel as easily as he sails through life!
Second Grade

Chris Akers
Andre Alvank
Blaine Allen
Evan Anderson
Keith Armstrong
Brandon Bare

Chad Batiste
Andrew Blackwood
Jocelynn Broussard
Melissa Brown
Chris Randy
Caroline Buck

Matthew Belland
Nathan Bush
Kelby Cabalero
Michael Cahoon
Tayler Collins
Emily Cread

Ann Covey
Katie Fann
Lara Furr
Rachel Haddad
Ryan Harbour
Amanda Hardy

Stephan Hawkings
Blake Hoehne
Tamee Hottier
Tamera Higgins
Kyla Jenkins
Hillary Jeffers

Emily Kilpatrick
Victoria Kowalczak
Mary Lefthand
Charles Lysa
Molly McGee
Anna Mitchell

Tanya Nogo
Roland Parker
Evan Reider
Gaby Sheppard
Katie Schultz
Austin Southerland

"Simon says that we should all stand up straight and tall!"

"What should I use next?"

"Vikas! I can do this—easily!"

"If I am very careful, it will be done JUST right!"
Everyone piles in for story time.
Melissa listens very closely.

Reagan and Amy look on.

Amelia looks for the teacher.

Are there any questions?

When is recess?

What are you looking for, Emily?
Andrew takes a break.

Ms. Crutt's class is ready for the lesson.

Tina, Vladimir and Connor get ready to draw.
Third Grade

Austin, Morgan, and Elizabeth conduct an experiment.

Ms. Jolly uses buried treasure to teach on Pirate's Day

(Above) Caitlin (Below) Hunter and Nicky

"I spy a treasure!" says Jeremy.

James and Ben enjoy experiments in science...like listening to sound waves.

Anna Maczak
Michael Mann
Charles McGowan
James McGowan
Hunter Olson
Natalie Pack

Jason Kinder
Manuel Brown
Christopher Crawford
Evan Creel
Michael Cappelle
Sydney Davis

Evie Brown
Jordan Louis
Benji Baker
Kelsey Flowers
Tammie Grimes
David Hulsey

Carter Hobson
Nicholas Hulsky
Ahmad James
Kerri Jones
Crew Jones
Samantha Jarrett

Alessia Johnson
Caitlin Johnson
Stephanie Johnson
Kris Kono
Blair Kelly
Benjamin Kopfman

Kelsi Kennedy
Jeremy Kimbrell
Kendal Kopfman
David LaMonte
Marena Launey
Jonnat Ljed

Landon Fisher
Logan Fisher
Nolan Fisher
Nate Fisher

Lane Selber
Grady Shaw
Elizabeth Startall
Jordan Thompson
James Wilkey
Christian West
Above (L): Even pirates have their day. (R): Everyone likes to do maths. Below (L): The boys at work and play. (R): This report will be at. Below (L): The pirates plot their voyage.

Above: Brilliant deduction, Watson.
Below: Lance is just hanging around.

Above: PICK ME, PICK ME!!!
Below: Pirates pose and take a break.
Solomon investigates on the computer.

James takes a break.

A fifth grader colors her work.

Fifth grade is hard work!

James is intent on his work.

Maynard and Lysa, what is that you've got there?

Philip, Bent, and Emil at the 5th grade retreat.

Jordan, Hays, and Rochelle work hard.

Crosby cleans off.

Solomon and Maynard hang at the Valentine's Day party.

Max takes his best shot.

James and Kylie.

Maynard, Jordan, Emily, Max, and Ryan at the music production.

Kiara, Amie, and Mackenzie at the retreat.
William and Austin take a break.

Chris jumps rope for his heart in the gym.

Andy, Whitney, and Josh play after school.

Taylor throws the ball.

Hi there, Jeremy!

Little Steppers show their stuff.

Devin works up a sweat.

Morgan draws a picture.

Middle School
(Below) (L) These guys goof around in the hall.
(R) Sixth graders listen attentively in class.

[Image 0x0 to 1152x782]
Seventh Grade
Riley Landry
Jennifer Easter
Mary Michael Lloyd
Whitney Nadengate
Straley Magill
Bess Maginnis

Francisco Martinez
Jonathan Mathews
Stephen Michel
Aiden Monteza
Emily Moxon
Nadia Moran

Jennifer Overton
Samuel Patterson
Kory Patty
Jaqueline Plumlee
Sara Pellock
Elizabeth Redman

Ross Reilly
Vaughn Ross
Angela Sandwalk
David Staub
Elyse Stamos
Olivia Singelmann

Brent Stults
Boone Tofflem
Anna Teddle
Garrett Temple
Clare Tonone
Martha Tyler

D assaulted
Emily Waggerpack
Amy Wheeler

Alyson and Francesca
Cara
Sara
Kay and Kelly
(R) Hal and Jarrod

Dr. Fabee and Mrs. Gammon with the group in Natcheoches.

Henry and Daniel take notes.

Elyse and Hal.

(Above) The group slots after a hike.

(Below) 1. Jacqueline and Keller hike up. 2. Whitney and Christmas at lunch
R. Lizzie and Amy.

A genuine sugar bottle!
Student Council

MSSC made a bundle at their soft drink sale

Middle School Art Club

(1) Mr. Nancy Vantincoek, John Pile, Tianna Blears, Melissa Henderson, Kristin Curwick, Christina Welch (2) Matthew Grant, James Pater, Danielle d'Aloussar, Brittany Dyer, Heather Alers, Amber Daniel (3) Jason Krambol, Leo Tonore, Brandon Meng

Jason works hard.

Above: Lori, Matthew, Brandon, and Jason take a break from their art work. Melanie, Amber, Christina, and Kristin paint their pots together.

The beginnings of a new Picasso.
Junior Beta

We work until we are exhausted!

Panel members pay close attention.

Kasey and Trey take notes.

Danielle makes an impressive speech.

Lizzie stays attentive.

Kasey in profile.

Above and Beyond

Whitney Magendie: State Junior Beta President

Elia Canburneck: Kiwanis Art Contest 1st Place; Jr. Beta Creative Writing 1st Place

Ari Krapkin: State Children's Choir

Boone Taffston and Donna Britt: State Geography Bee - 1st Place, Jr. Beta Quiz Bowl - 1st Place

Ryan Sando: 1st Place in Seton's Club "What Freedom Means to Me" and Jr. Beta Public Speaking

MS Student Council sponsored several service projects including the canned food drive.
Middle School Band


Not pictured: J. Fiker

M.S. Youth Legislature

The group gets close.

Emily is obviously enjoying herself.

Above: (All) The group tries on their legislative skills.
Below: (L) The girls take a break. (R) Very professional!

Middle School Football


Clockwise from above:
(1) Getting ready to practice.
(2) Here comes the equipment and theimiter.
(3) "So, what's the next play?"
(4) "Yeah, Coach, I can do that!"
(5) Taking a break before the next play.
Middle School Boys' Basketball

Sixth Grade:
(1) Shota Kato, Mitchell Bennett, David Kilpatrick. Keith Withers (2) Brandon Harris, Michael Evans, Kent Digby, Adam Kwenta.

Seventh Grade:
(1) Glenn Smith, Trey Freberg, Tommy Wilton, Matthew Shopbaugh, John Daniel, Rick Cockrell (2) Hall Davis, Mark Macurdo, Barrett Hall, Patrick Ayers, Trevor McConnell, Jason Glas, Spencer Burks.

Eighth Grade:
(1) Garrett Temple, Daniel Vlasky, David Hill, Anwar Johnson, Stephen Miclette. (2) Ben Harris, Brent Struthers, Keller Bankston, Chad Allen, Wil Brooks (3) Kyle Digby, Boone Tarlton.

Middle School Girls' Basketball

Seventh Grade:
(1) Anna Lackie, Inna Thompson, Lauren Weiner, Ally Gammill (2) Danielle DeRousseau, Denton Faber, Lillian Piazza, Sarah Edwards.

Congratulations for a winning season!
This team won all its games.

Eighth Grade:
(1) Jennifer Overton, Emily Morton, Emily Waggenspack, Katie Hill, Francisca Martinez, Chandler Kleinert (2) Andrea Ewing, Addie Moreau, Gretchen Kelso, Jenny Lamier, Amber Daniel.

Sarah dribbles down the court.
The girls line up for instruction.
"Throw it!"
Middle School has Spirit!

Cleaning up!

These girls help at the M.S.S.C. Concession Project.

Laurie and Ryan sing a duet

"I'll be a lady tonight!"

Conner and Patrick sing a duet.

The middle school cheerleaders hang with fans.

Planting flowers to brighten the school.

"Who will save your soul?"
The Save-a-Soul choir sings together.

An gives some advice.
The final bow ends the choir's hard work for the past months.

Above: (L) Studying hard! (R) Showing spirit!
M.S. Honors Day

Excellence in Academics
* Indicates Superior Achievement

Sixth Grade:
Math: Jamie Glas*
Math: Michelle Bennett
Math: Kristen Roth
Math: Hillary Anderson
Pre-Algebra: Christina Welch*
Science: Jaime Glas*
Science: Keith Wittens
Science: Chaovan Keao
Science: Shea Amrhein
Reading/Writing Workshop: Melissa Brousseau
Science: Christina Welch
Science: Jeremy Johnson
Science: Shea Amrhein
Social Studies:
Christina Welch*
Jersey Johnson
Social Studies: Amelia Mann
French: Caroline Power
Spanish: Hope Hollingworth*
Spanish: Kelly Anderson
Spanish: Sam Cartledge
French: Christine Welch*
Art: Kent Digby*
Art: Melissa Brousseau
Art: Abbie Hardy*
Music: Miller Daniel
Music: Annalies Martinez

Seventh Grade:
Math:

Geometry: Brittany Dyer*
Geometry: Jamie Peck
Geometry: Faith Piers
Geometry: John Daniel
Science: Laura Stewart*
Science: Julie Patten
Science: Allyson Gannill
Reading/Writing Workshop: Lauren Stewart*
Reading/Writing Workshop: Carrie Binder
Reading/Writing Workshop: Allyson Gannill
Reading/Writing Workshop: James Piker
Social Studies: Carrie Binder*
Social Studies: Julie Patten
Social Studies: Lauren Stewart
Social Studies: Danielle DuRousseau
French: Julie Patten
French: Jamie Gaston
Art: Danielle DuRousseau
Choir: Ari Krupkin*
Choir: Danielle DuRousseau*
Choir: Ryan Sands
Choir: Lauren Weinier

Outstanding Students
Sixth Grade:
Hilary Anderson
Jeremy Johnson

Seventh Grade:
Faith Fees
James Piker

Eighth Grade:
Mary Michael Lloyd
Ross Reilly

4.0 GPA

Three Years:
Ella Camburnbeck
Elizabeth Redman

Two Years:
Allyson Gannill
Lauren Stewart

One Year:
Shea Amrhein
Jaime Glas
Christina Welsh
John Daniel
Carrie Binder

May 16, 2000

Citizenship Awards

Sixth Grade:
Shea Amrhein
Christina Welsh
Christopher Guntz
Kandice Roth
John Grant Jenkins
Annalie Martinez
Amelia Mann
Jaime Glas

Seventh Grade:
Jennifer Boyd
Danielle DuRousseau
Allyson Gannill
Cody Jack
Sarah Kilpatrick
James Piker
Lauren Stewart

Eighth Grade:
W. Brooks
Ella Camburnbeck
Rivar Johnson
Jenny Lanier
Francesca Martinez
Ross Reilly
Katie Toddle

Middle School Student Council Awards
President—Korey Patty
Vice-President—Elise Trappey
Secretary—Prescott Bailey
Treasurer—Ari Krupkin

M.S.S.S.C. Service Award
Mary Michael Lloyd

Outstanding Service Awards
6th Grade—Abbie Hardy
7th Grade—Kendyl Upton
8th Grade—Remus Blass

1999-2000 Duke Talent Search State Recognition for Outstanding Scores
John Daniel
Wright Kennedy
Ryan Sands
James Spencer
Lauren Stewart

Current Events Rally Winners
Whitney Magendie
Francesca Martinez

Woodmen of the World Social Studies Award
James Piker

Southeast Louisiana District Literary Rally
Lauren Stewart—Algebra I Qualifier, 2nd Place
Boone Tarlton—Geometry Qualifier, 3rd Place
Spanish Speaking Festival
Jaqueline Plummer—4th Place Poetry
Korey Patty—4th Place Prose
Martha Tyler—4th Place Extemporaneous Speaking
Hienie Sandoval—1st Place Native Speaker Prose
Olivia Singleman—2nd Place Native Extemporaneous
High School
Freshmen

Crystal Ball: Football, Band, Tennis, Soccer, Tennis
Mia E. Einter, Marcia Pena, Ryan Harris, Noe Pena

Jennifer uses her artistic talents.

Thank goodness for "Dress up" day!

Caroline Greene
Jonathan Grimes
Glen Gutik
Kyle Guyk
Elliot Hardy
Ryan Harris

Margaret Asti
Adam Aucoin
John Bonsen
Reynolds Briden
Courtney Buckingham
Katherine Barham

Sam Hyl
Brian Hilt
Laura Hill
Summer Holmes
Justin Hopkins
Cory Hutchinson

Lauren Cattelico
Matthew Carney
Jessica Cartledge
Katie Collins
Robert Corum
Meredith Crenshaw

Elizabeth Bedano
Rahim Johnson
Rebecca Felissant
Elizabeth Kantmann
Ashley Knatred
Ashley Klaipeter

Patricia Dompfl
Evi Dufel
Elizabeth Dyer
Lee Eaton
Mia Eiter
Amanda Everett

Cooper Kope
Ben Krogstad
Lauren Lillmann
Scott Macnuro
Jenene Mangham
Lori Mcbride

70
These freshmen are just hanging out.

James works hard on the computer.

Cara tries a new do.

Linsay and Brittany play with their calculators.

Linsay Repp  Robert Schriffy  Mohsen Shams  Sarah Margaret Smith  Suzanne Sprack  Brittany Streh

Lacy Strohmeier  Courtney Toole  Derek Woganapak  Amanda Welsh  Neal Walton  Reagan White

Erica Martin  Lauryn McDermott  William McKnight  John Naquin  Megan O'Brien  Sarah Olson

Trey Baty  Ryan Peters  Elizabeth Poeder  Cara Porter  Sam Proceza  Crystal Ramirez

Elizabeth Wilson  Jennifer Wilson  Richard Wylie

Robert and Neal playing games.

Patricia and Sarah are such babies!

Erica, it's not tacky day.

It's Meredith!

Ryan and Sean take a break.

Way to earn spirit points!
Sophomores

Marty Foster, Rep.; Drew Harmon, Rep.; Clay Benton, Pres.; Dee Dee Shadd, Vice Pres.; Mac Doherty, Sec.-Treas.

Allan works on his keyboard skills.

Kim is ready to outline a chapter.

Mary Colvin
Katherine Creed
Sawannah Darnall
Mimi Deboest
Mac Doherty
Barbara Edmonds

Josh Evans
Murphy Foster
Darnell Feltman
Carlos Garza
Kori Garner
Ty Giron

Morgan Allan
Mark Alvarez
Kate Anderson
Andrew Baer
Dirk Benedict
James Bennett

Kimberly Graughn
Mary Grant
Catherine Hall
Drew Harmon
Todd Hebert
Krysten Henriksen

Austin Benton
Clay Benton
Nichole Bickham
Allison Brackman
Sarah Bopp
James Brown

Kelly Hill
Laura Hines
Michiko Izumi
Allyson Jodnia
Josh Johnson
Chris Jones

Allas Butler
Ben Cassidy
Jennifer Cavalier
Matthew Chambers
Nitzlie Chapman
Sarah Collins

Hailey Kahah
Cam Kelsa
Aiden Klempeter
Megann Kyzer
Travis Lejeune
Emma Lyford
Juniors

Olanide, Ron, and Argyros present their Madama Bovary project.
Activities
Spaghetti Supper

Erin, Ashley, and Kelly smile for the camera.

Mrs. Bossier sells tickets to hungry Cubs.

(Above) Hungry. Thomas? (Below) Spaghetti served with spirit.

(Above) Chow down! (Below) Cody shows support.

Chicken Dinner Pep Rally

Ms. J kisses the pig.

The Spirit Steppers show their stuff.

Above: The boys chew down on the chicken.
Below: And the queen is announced.

Above: The cheerleaders pep up the crowd.
Below: The JV cheerleaders dance.
Homecoming Court

Ashley Oliver
Cassie Thomas
Lindsey Brown

To 1999-2000 Homecoming Court

Evanne Merrett
Nanette Mettey
Robin Beikner
Jessica Carrigan
Homecoming Dance

The Junior girls get together for a quick pic!

Elizabeth and Olamide take time to hug.

These guys want to know, "Do you wanna dance?"

Freshmen at their first Homecoming!

Mike and Lindsey have a lot of fun!

These seniors will remember the good times.

Take a walk on the Wild Side.
Sadie Hawkins

Fun at the Fair
Sadie Hawkins

(Above) Kristin and Beau smile for the camera. (Below) The guys strike a pose.

(Above) Everybody dances the night away! (Below) The sophomore girls always look pretty.

Ryan, Craig, Jerry, and Cody get a little too close!

These guys wait for the fun to start.

Freshmen have a blast!

(Above left) Cole and Dane look for their dates. (Above right) Crystal and Brittany-sisters. (Below) And the music plays on.

(Above and Below) Everybody has fun!
Winter Formal

Travis, Kate, and Boys have a good time.

Friends for life!

Melissa and Austin: what a cute couple!

Nice touch, boys!

Crystal and Lizette smile big!

Looking pretty!

Seniors party down.

Hangin' with the homies!

Dr. Camburn parties with the boys!

Sarah gives Mimi a congratulatory kiss.
Spirit Year

Margaret blows off the cotton.

Lindsey and Landon pass the orange.

Amy takes a shot.

Enn works to catch the frisbee.

Juniors win the match.

The Freshman volleyball team is all smiles.

Tysor prepares his serve.

Adam serves the ball.

Seniors celebrate their victory.

Juniors play pass the frisbee.

Mimi and Clay blow up toppers.

The Juniors try hard.

Seniors go for the ball.

The Juniors and Sophomores watch the games.

The winning tug-of-war team.

Miracle passes the hula-hoop.

Smiles of victory!
Homegoing 2000

Above: Erin and Mimi put the breeze together.
Below: Austin and Melissa cuddle.

These senior guys hang out together at their last dance as Cubs.

Above: Ashley, Allie, Erin, and Sage take time for one last smile.
Below: These freshmen girls enjoy their first Homecoming together.

Top: Final hugs Homecoming King Kyle.
Center: Thomas and Jeanne share hugs.
Bottom: Ashley and Laurna having fun.

Top: Juniors Crystal, Melissa, Lorena, and Margaux having a ball.
Center: Martin, Thomas, and Ryan share laughs, and good times.
Bottom: These beauties show us their million dollar smiles.
Football

The team stretches before the game.

Carter makes the pass.

The Cubs run on to another victory.

Evan is ready for the play.

Coach Williams gives some pointers to Michael.

Coach Broussard helps Hal.

Robby runs the play.

After the game the teams come together to show their unity and spirit.

The Cubs take a stand and dig in to defend.

Ben takes a break and considers the next play.
Travis and Carter call the toss.

"Let's get 'em!"

The Cubs sack the other team.

Ben and Bisky, are ya'll tired?

Above: (L) Our boys play hard. (R) Stretching before the game.

Below: (L) Coach Williams teaches a play. (C) "Time for a water break." (R) Mark watches at the sidelines.

Above: (L) Who is that masked man? (R) Helm gets ready for a rough practice.

Below: (L) Everybody likes to dance now and then. (C) Carter throws it 1-0-N-G! (R) Running for the touchdown.
JV Football

Our boys are playing hard.

Quick meeting with Coach Williams.

Run away, run away!

JV and Varsity work together at cheerleading camp.

Get ready for the hike.

Setting up for the play.

Watch your back.

J.V. Cheerleaders

Row 1: Sarah, Margaret Smith, Mackenzie West, Jessica Cantodge
Row 2: Kathlene Creed, Laran Hill, Mimi deBissiere

The girls take a break with Mikey.

Above: Hey, where's your head?
Right: J.V. works hard at practice.

The girls get the crowd cheering!
Cheerleaders

The cheerleaders do a stunt for the pep rally.

Spirit Steppers

Spirit Steppers cheer at the game.

(Above) The Spirit Steppers before and during the game.

Below The cheerleaders at the Homecoming Pep Rally.

The girls cheer on the Cubs as they make another touchdown. (Left) Emily, Emily, and Elizabeth show their support.

Josh (above) and Lindsey (below) dance at the pep rally.
Sponsors

Above: Bench Kelly Miller, Delynn Stelly, Cara Stepnow, Hooni Elizabeth Duttling, Jessa Reiter.
Below: Elizabeth, Joelle, and Carty always have a smile for the team.

Below: ALL Delynn and Kelly. In uniform or not, these girls support the Cubs!

Flags

Above: Elizabeth concentrates on the game.
Below: Cara takes her job seriously.

Emma and Jennifer practice flag moves.


Below: Elizabeth has a good time at practice.

CUB SPIRIT
Swim Team

Adam gets ready to dive.

"Only the best win!"

Taylor Carver swims freestyle.

The swim team has a group hug!

Whitney paddles her way down the pool.

Captains Patrick Abodie and Jessica Bente.

Cody swims breast stroke.

The boys after a grueling meet.

Margaret, Adam, and Amy.

The girls take a little break.
Volleyball

Mandi and Lisanne-stars on the court.

Kelly warms up.

The team lines up.

Suzanne bumps the ball.

Sarah entertains the team.

Elizabeth sets up.

Quick meeting before the game.

Lisanne in action.

Susan dives for it.
Boys' Varsity Basketball

The Cubs warm up.

Time-out: call for strategy talk.

Curtis is on guard.

"Number 31, Curtis Hernandez!"

Elliott listens to Coach Fisher.

Jump ball! Go Robby!

Set up guys! Dribble, pass, score!

It's time for a free throw!

The Cubs discuss their strategy.

The Cubs are in action!

The Cubs go in for a shot.

We love our Seniors
Boys' J. V. Basketball


Setting up after a play.

Girls' J. V. Basketball

This one is anybody's ball.


(Above) The bench is ready! (Below) L.: Cubs take the ball to their goal! R.: Bears know how to hustle!

(Above and Below) Keep moving!
Girls' Basketball

(1) Courtney Tarno, Faith Peters, Kaye Huchson, Suzanne Moreau, Delynn Selby, Lauren McDermott. (2) Joseph Gray, Elizabeth Penner, Meg Arsi, Katie Burnham, Ashley Kluempeter, Brittany Neth, Cara Porter.

The bench is tense.

Charlotte passes it in.

Above: Suzanne brings the ball down.
Below: Cubs line up to take this ball in.

Above: Delynn dribbles down court.
Below: Team spirit comes through.

Above: Suzanne jumps for 2!
Below: Cut across for the pass.

Above: Delynn stays alert.
Below: Rebound!

Above: Carter looks for a Cab.
Below: Man to man defense.
Boys' Soccer

Above: (L) Rob heads for the field. (R) The boys stretch before the game.

Below: (L) Craig fights for the ball. (R) "Do you want a piece of this?"

Chris throws it in.

Richard kicks in the hall.

The guys huddle together for a pep talk.

Above: (L) "Get it, boys!" (R) Ty throws the ball to Cam.

Below: (L) The guys prepare to take it down the field. (R) "Don't you just love warm-ups?"
Girls' Soccer


Lianne's got the ball.
Toss it in!

Artie's got the moves.
A peaceful move.
Sarah is on guard.
The Cubs ran down the field.

Above: Way to defend the goal. Cubs! Below: The Cubs fight for the ball.

Rebecca fights for the ball.
Sage makes the block.
The secret to winning: Cubs Spirit!

Cubs show ball control
Lianne's going for it!
Varsity Baseball


The Cubs know how to swing the bat and knock the ball home!

Above: Looks like it's over the fence!
Below: Next batter up!

Coach Leno and Coach Broussard get a ruling from the ump.

Coach Broussard explains the strategy before the game.

Ryan draws back for the curve ball.
J.V. Baseball


Softball

(Left to right) Allyson Dameron, Anna Luckie, Alana Atkins, Sally Richardson, Regan Hill. Emily Wiggers, Taylor, Samantha, Katie Toddle, Lauren Liffman, Brittany Stebb, (Middle to right) Gretchen Kelso, Whitney Nezhodz, Jennifer Patton, Catherine Hall, Lissie Kopp, Courtney Buckingham. Not pictured: Sara Pollock

The team watches intently.

Above left: Sally plays third and above right: Catherine plays first. Below left: Regan and (below right) Tani step up to the plate.

Above left: Anns pitches and (above right) Alana catches. Below right: Coach White talks to the team.
Boys' Cross Country

Woody begins the stretch before a big meet.

Screching prevents pulled muscles.

Boys' cross country gets some encouragement (and competition?) from their female counterparts.

Girls' Cross Country

Elizabeth prepares mentally.

Elise comes down the stretch.

"I can take this...any old day!"

Cross Country State Meet - We took 4th place!

Amy takes the hill with ease.

Elizabeth at the finish.

(1) Amy Anderson, Sarah Kilpatrick, Elizabeth Bottling (Captains), Demos Escher, Anna Larkin, Kate Butchinson (2) Michelle Brown, Kate Patterson, Kate Kelly, Elise Daniel, Ashley Kendrick, Sara Follies

Row 1: Phillip Miller, Adam Pryor, Coy Hutchison
Row 2: Cody Jack, Remus Blount, Anayrios Saxapoules, Wright Kennedy, Woody Fauche
Track and Field

11) Else Daniel, Elizabeth Bolinger, Livette Momen, Meredith Crasek, Arne Brown, Ashley Ch contracts (2) Katy Hinchman, Anna Lacile, Berton Faubert, Melissa Hasklodge, Ashley Koster, Courtney Tazl, Jeannie Gray (3) Elizabeth Hedare, Elyse Simmons, Averil Cookie, Anna Thompson, Faith Peters, Mira Foote, Cara Stoppeau.

Artie runs ahead of the group.

These two Cubs lead the pack.

(1) Kyle Guzik, Michael Tipton, Summer Holmes (2) Ryan Harris, Robert Commer, Austin Benson, Michael Victorino, Curtis Heeroman (3) Josh Johnson, Cam Kelso, James Brown, Matthew Paterson.

The Cubs run to first.

Golf

Artie runs ahead of the group.

These two Cubs lead the pack.

(1) Kyle Guzik, Michael Tipton, Summer Holmes (2) Ryan Harris, Robert Commer, Austin Benson, Michael Victorino, Curtis Heeroman (3) Josh Johnson, Cam Kelso, James Brown, Matthew Paterson.

Curtis jumps.

The Cubs run to first.

Rebecca Strubers with Coach Paul Henslee. She finished 3rd in State Golf Tournament.

Above: Paul studies the lie before he puts.

Below: Jennifer, Rebecca, and Elise - 1st Place at 2000 Men's Tournament.

Above: Rebecca gives a lot of thought to her next shot.
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Tennis

The girls shake on the game.

You can do it!

Francisca practices hard.

It's Mark!

Ross gets ready to swing.

Mackenzie takes a shot.

Chandler is ready for the serve.

Cars gets past the guard.

This Cub hits a homer.

44 and 63 work together.

The girls move up the field.

The cheerleaders stretch before the game.

Josh lifts some weights.

Power Lifting

Jordon Grace, James Warren, Michael Tippec, Josh Johnson (not pictured: Ryan McCorrell)

Jordon works hard.

Willam watches Michael and Josh.

How heavy is that, Josh?

Ryan lifts weights at the competition.

Sports Records

Liaomee Moters and Maundi Townbridge:
All State LHSAA Volleyball Class AA

Boys' Tennis State Runners Up
Adam Jusors and Mark Shopough-State Doubles Champs

Girls' Tennis State Runners Up
Kelly Hill and Chandler Kumpeter-State Doubles Champs

Boys' Baseball State Runners Up

Patricia Adane:
30 Free City Champ

Boys' Swimming 3rd in State

Girls' Swimming 3rd in State

Elise Daniel:
All Parish Cross Country

Liaomee Moters:
2nd Place State Javelin

Margaret Beadle:
Speedo Junior Championship Southeast 2003

delynn Steily
Springhill Athletic Scholarship
The soccer team takes a break between plays.

The baseball team crowds around for a talk.

Above: Throw in, rally?
Below: Arm makes us proud.

The volleyball team practices.

Below: (L) Andrew lifts weights. (R) Catherine and Courtney are all smiles.

Clubs
Hi-Y

Model: United Nations

The representatives of France say, "Bien sûr!"

Our guest speaker captivates the crowd.

Amanda, Kathy, and Crystal help out by cleaning up.

Key Club

Amy takes a stand!

The girls show their prize-worthy project.

After a game the girls clean up the bleachers.

Keep working, girls!
French Club

Spanish Club

Above: (L) Melissa and Hope practice their française (M) Smile, Mr. Harris! (R) The group gets together.
Below: (L) Tyson and Nancy listen as Monsieur de Lafayette talks at the French NHS. (R) Meredith dances the night away!

Cathy learns to dance

Kyrisa gets water for the rest of the Spanish club.

(Above) Carra, Adams, Sally and Linda at the festivities (Below) Carra stops to practice a little español.

(Above) Linda says, "Queo!"
(Below) Adams, Ms. J., Michael, Linda and Sally hob-nob.
National Honor Society

Mu Alpha Theta


Inquirer's Club

(Above) Michael visits with a resistor. (Below) L) Argosian dance the ladies (R) Michael dances.

SADD

(Left to right) (In Back) Amanda Jackson, Mrs. Flesher, Mr. Borey, Mrs. Robinson, Emily Johnson, Lisa Mene, M. Borey, E. Johnson, B. Sorey, N. Sorey, S. Borey, M. Mene, K. Robinson, E. Flesher (Front) A. Mene, L. Borey, E. Johnson, S. Robinson, C. Mene, N. Sorey, S. Borey, M. Mene, K. Robinson, E. Flesher
Collage and Close-Up

Emrita reads a fellow student's poetry.

Damien performs for a class.

Adam Pryce, Michael Tipton, and Michael Victorian represent Close-Up.

Michael is power hungry!

The group visits the Vietnam Memorial.

The group stops in front of the Capitol.

Club Candids

Art Club works hard for Red Ribbon week.

Elizabeth makes a poster for SADD.


Above: Amy and Ron at Model UN. Below: Elizabeth speaks NHS.
Band

Band Trip

The band crouches around for a group shot.

Having fun, girls?

The girls smile for the camera.

The Drum Corps keeps us juiced up at the pep rally.

Cam bundles up to stay warm.

The band entertains at their concert.

Ron plays with an old band trophy.

Above: Ron, Jennifer, and Michelle get close.
Below: Everyone stands in front of their favorite ride.
Choir


For the past twenty years Mrs. Hallman has served as the Lab School Choir teacher. She has touched her students and this school through music. We will miss her, her guidance, her spirit, and her friendship. Thank you for everything you have done for us. We love you, Mrs. Hallman!
Choir Trip

(Above) The boys in Carnegie Hall. (Below) Skilly and Lindsey sing karaoke in a New York diner.

Cathy’s been shopping!
We love NYC!
Linda and and enjoy lunch at a cafe.

Choir members bust a move.

These girls are ready for New York action.

We finally make it to the airport.

Amy takes a break from shopping.

The girls pose for their first picture in NYC.
Lisa says “the subway game.”
Katy and Kristie on the cruise.

Sage, Chris, and Kelly in the hotel.
Francess is excited about singing.

Katherine needs sleep.
The choir heads home.
Above and Beyond

Kenting Hawkins, Jose Marmolejo, Sally Richardson
National Merit Commendation

Max Hamilton: $40,000 Marine Corps Scholarship

Alcestis Sappoulis: Mu Alpha Theta State Convention 2nd Place Puzzlemasters

Michael Tropaci: Woodmen of the World

Lindi Robin: JDRF Award
Hugh O'Brian Youth Leadership Award

Mr. Humphreys teaches about jobs.

Chris Moody: Eagle Scout

Camille Needly: 2060 Golden Rule Award

Ben Agnew: Art displayed in the Courtyard.

Sara Exner: Spanish NHS Scholarship
Jennifer Wilson: 2nd Place Center for World Affairs Essay

Larden Haynes: Art displayed in B.R. Galloway

Above: Always ready to give.
Below: Moms discuss the game.

Congratulations to these students who have made outstanding contributions to our school and community.

"Excellence in every endeavor"

Above and Beyond

Parent Appreciation

They are always there for support.

Above: What won't they do?
Below: Parents work at the concession stand.

Above: A Dad helps a student.
Below: Moms always have a smile.
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Honors Day - May 5, 2000

Academic Awards for Outstanding Achievement
* Indicates Superior Achievement

Special Awards

3.5 Grade Point Average

Ninth Grade:
- John Young
- Courtney Buckingham
- Gabriel Camacho
- Matthew Carden
- Joshua Carter
- Mark Cline
- John Conner
- Matthew Craig
- Brandon Davis

Tenth Grade:
- Lila Bell
- Jill Bartley
- Taylor Beadle
- Lauren Bell
- Jonathan Bollinger
- Taylor Bowers
- John Bowers
- Bailey Bowers

Eleventh Grade:
- Elizabeth Bollinger
- Jonathan Boyd
- Ashley Bowers
- John Brown
- Michael Brinker
- Taylor Bowers
- John Bowers
- John Brown

Twelfth Grade:
- Elizabeth Bollinger
- Jonathan Boyd
- Ashley Bowers
- John Brown

Boys' State
- Kael Murphy
- Adam Payne
- Thomas Treadwell
- John Treadwell
- Jeremy Treadwell
- Thomas Treadwell
- Adam Payne
- Thomas Treadwell

Girls' State
- Marisa Murphy
- Rachel Murphy
- Amy Murphy
- Sarah Murphy
- Ashley Murphy
- John Murphy
- Elizabeth Murphy

Special Senior Awards and Scholarships:
- Elizabeth Bollinger
- Ian Brown
- Marissa Murphy
- John Murphy
- Thomas Treadwell
- John Treadwell
- Jeremy Treadwell
- Adam Payne

Service Awards

Ninth Grade:
- Amanda Furr
- Taylor Beadle

Tenth Grade:
- Jennifer Cavallaro

Eleventh Grade:
- Jennifer Cavallaro

Outstanding Students

Ninth Grade:
- Amelia Evans
- Eliza Reed

Tenth Grade:
- Christian Hasty
- Austin Reiner

Eleventh Grade:
- Michael Gobin
- Tyler Woodard

Twelfth Grade:
- Michael Gobin
- Tyler Woodard

Outstanding Students

Ninth Grade:
- Amelia Evans
- Eliza Reed

Tenth Grade:
- Christian Hasty
- Austin Reiner

Eleventh Grade:
- Michael Gobin
- Tyler Woodard

Twelfth Grade:
- Michael Gobin
- Tyler Woodard

Computer Naturalistic Choir Instructors:
Literary Rally
District Rally Participants

*Denotes displacement

Ally Gamnill
*Lauren Stewart
*La Geng
*Micheal Tipton
Ben Agnew
Crystal Stebb
Kyle Geiik
Eliott Hardy
Angistry Saccopeters
Francois Trappay
Ty Garson
Kim Geggan
Elizabith Ildare
Lacy Srokhichen
*Kyrsten Hendrikson
*Emmita Lyord
Nancy McDonald
Adam Pryor
Christie Thomas

*Sarah Exner
Margaret Bredile
Hays Kehao
Lauryyn McDermott
Richard Wylie
Jessica Carriedge
Elizabeth Porter
Minnie DeBenson
*Boone Tarlton
Amy Gammont
Anwar Johnson
*Marta Jane Tyler
Crystal Rameinzadel
*Amanda Exner
*Artie Brown
Drew Hamon
*Matthew Carney
Meredith Cranch
*Maxwell Hamilton

English IV
Environmental Science
Free Enterprise
French I
French II
French III
Geometry
Geometry
Physics
Spanish I
Spanish II
Spanish III
World Geography
World Geography
World History

State Rally

Winners:
1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place
Superior
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

American History
English I
Spanish I
French I
History
Spanish II
World Geography
French III
Spanish III
Geography

Participants

Lauren Stewart
Micheal Tipton
Lauren Agnew
Micheal Tipton
Lauren Hard
Micheal Tipton
Lauren Tipton
Lauren Srokhichen
Lauren Hendrikson
Lauren Lyor
Lauren McDonald
Lauren Pryor
Lauren Thomas

Seniors
"Waiting for the time, when I can finally say, that this has all been fun, but now I'm on my way...."

- Phish
Senior Specials

The Senior Class of 2000

Kyle Dunn and Ashley Duncan
Max Harewood and Sally Richardson

Elliot Temple and Christie Thomas
Robert Heronin and Lindsey Thomas

Carter Hill and Erin Smith
Philip Miller and deLynn Stelly
Senior Wills

1. Travis Landry, a four-year unattached and body, will hit Porter the "Dog Pound" for football and Lea Lauter the privilege to lose Kay Bone.

2. Adam Hurst, in a slyness and exquisitely bodied, do hereby will every one to be able to believe in themselves, fulfill their dreams, and achieve others' happiness.

3. Delroy Stel, a sly body and companion ride will Sara Pillar someone to beat her up, Lindsey Kober, mother dance partner, Nathan Schneider another vector, Dr. Coursey Greco, Dakota Pukar, and Sarah Harrington a comfortable supply of HD.

4. Maxxim Hamilton, a four-aid and trained body, will write basketball team my sense of humor and a fourteen-lights light bulb, Ryan M. Hours of Dane Carry standing, Matthew P. Jordan P. The ability to handle lots of criminical without quitting, Robby Sceives a new hands, Carlos Gardner the contract free, he so lovely deserves, and Rome Cassidy the bench. Keep it warm for me.

5. Sage Roberts, of Rubel-obscured mind and sleeping body, do will draw some junk food for his trunk, Boys and Haryond a new tram, seat, seat a new shoulder, Kirk the phrase, "that is disgusting shit," and the girls soccer team the "stick story."

6. Emily Jefferson, being of playful mind and jumpy body willaddy a CD player 81.1 X 76, a ride, Lindsey, Courtney, and Elizabeth love and fall, 1 mon and Punts "No Worries." Draw, being bugs of Rubel, Katy, playing the singing games, prose, perfection, and up to U-High, the sense of mind and body.

7. Sally Richardson, being of liberal mind and Ted-filled body, do hereby will Lindsey Kober and other video, Katy Kuntzler a new Mario Galin, Meredith Gillhart my guarantee, Mary, Grant the knowledge that tomorrow is wrong, the yearbook stuff my subconscince, and the football team a supply a year and dedication to their pot.

8. Ashley Duncan, of stressed-out mind and jumping body will Alden and Dee Dee admin by Sara lots of hugs, Nathan Schneider synergizes on the varsity cheerleaders and will soon commence to keep the Good Going Team.

9. Carter Hill, being of a mind and body, will Evan T. Matthews courtside for LB, Steve a new hair color, Nathan S, some glasses, lengthening skills, and David for four years of football and dance lessons.

10. Kelly Brackman, being of sensitive mind and unattached body do hereby will Allie an orange cone, Not a piece of Vernon, Long, another residence, and adds the ability to deal with U-High forth the next 11 years.

11. Kristine Raskins, being of focused mind and flexible body will to Kay, an endless supply of liv, hugs, and another kid (or friend), to Lindsay T., another way to be laid to the phrase right now that biology is over, Cam a happy pill to Grechen on her over personal DDS car tag, to learn someone else to him and me views from the back row of choir, and finally Louise, another angrily friend.

12. Jessica Brent, will Sarah Colm and Elizabeth McCollister their OWN AT&T phonecard, and Keller and Rachel as much fun as hot at U-High.

13. Erin Smith, being of both goofy mind and body, do hereby will Nicole Baldu and Dee Dee Shad a Widespread Panic concert ticket and a lifetime supply of Slim times, to Steve Hunter inside his car, to Josie Evans someone else to harmon, and to Sarah and Courtney a lot of fun next year without your favorite seniors.

14. Josie Macmurd, being of hocus point and 69 body, do hereby will Louise and Vicki pick-up, Scott my twenty alarm clock, Mark besides Michael Jackson keyboarding fan, the dance team a safe, moderately temperament practice facility, and Mrs. Cordu a new add-on.

15. Elizabeth Bohlinger, being of confusing mind and cuddled body, will Sarah Collins a part of floats for Cus, John Evans a ring Ovener. Evan Matthews a lifetime supply of hugs, Brita, & Kasey a new Twice lover, Bob the MCC, and Sara Pillar my choice.

16. Robert Hermann, being of sturdy mind and a lacking body, do hereby will Stuart Tyler a healthy supply of Souperloq, Dorse Hall much glow sticks to keep his year senior, and Chris Peters a 10 of hearts, social!

17. Miracle Babe Nye Myles, being of normal mind and body do hereby will the sanctity of my friends at University High the ability to stay strong, stick together and overcome. To the University High Spiritante dance team I will the ability and talents of great dancers put together to make the best spiritante dance team in the history of the University High. Finally, to my fellow classmates I was successful together to produce something special.

18. Courtney Bibles, being of attitude infected mind and disproportionate body, do hereby will Eric B. nice friends & a live Cob, Ashley C. some Kleenex, Crystal T. the right to drive MY Lexus, Mike a ladder to the top of the student council, Arise a win in the big front seat, and R.A.U. Kate Scott for everyone.

19. Blake Sain being of mind and body, do hereby will Sarah Oczot all of my love and the ability to work and U-High for three more years.

20. Brian O'walt, being of squarely mind and vertically challenged body, do hereby will Ben L. a squat rock and wheels for the athletes, and Keith B. a locker to put his hat and elevate his heels.

21. Ben Buchanan, a wandering mind and a big sexy body, will Evan Matthews my shorts and Mark Alvarez my middle school records breaking four. Prepare to be a All-Americans other day.

22. Sara Tusn, being of grammatically correct and winking Italian, mind do hereby will to Keith a dictionary and a sketch pad for the initials an admiration since you and to Amanda a dose of your own stuff, a night of Wednesday's V., a phone, and three more years.

23. Elliott Temple, will Gettum to say cool. To film, don't forget what I had done. To damsel to get for good example for Gorten, Chad Gilead and clang. And to Mike V. Artic, Sara, I will miss you even more.

24. Lissie Meiners, being of indecisive mind and bruised body, do hereby will Courtney Kelly a new Aven mother, Lindsey Kober water close squad sweep and circles.

Senior Class Officers: Erin Smith, Rep.; Martin Seiff, VP; Kelly Brackman, Rep.; Courtesy Hines, Sec.; Kristine Hawkins, Pres.

Cath Awards: Christine Thomas, Kristine Hawkins, Elizabeth Bohlinger, Erin Smith, Carter Hill, Sara Evans, Ashley Dunbar.

Thirteen Year Seniors: Robert Hermann, Craig Bones, Terry Overton, Clinton Atkins, Courtney Hines, Amanda Carter, Elizabeth Bohlinger, Joseph Macmurd, Susan Dobby, Erin Smith, Delynn Sidney, Christine Hawkins, Jennifer Harms, Christine Thomas (Dee Dee Barbash), Caryn Stegeman, Patrick Adams, Sally Richardson, Martin Seiff, Lorraine Mertens, Houston Ernst, Sara Exter, Adam Rives, Larry Selders, Lindsey Chaelman, Ben Baskin, Carter Hill, Lindsey Thomas, Bradley Boldrick, Atlah Hargrove, Hampton West.
Baccalaureate

Kristine speaks to the seniors.

Friends and family gather together in the auditorium.

Nathan accepts his diploma.

Congratulations!

O.J. and Emily prepare.

Above: The choir sings for one of the final times. Below: (L) Reverend Roger Templeton shares with the seniors. (C) Christe gives the benediction.

Above: Waiting for the show to begin. Below: A chance to visit with friends.

Josie adjusts Christie's cap.

Elizabeth Bollinger, salutatorian

Silly Richardson (left) and Kristine Hawkins (right), co-valedictorians

We finally did it!
Christie and Patrick are hard at work.

Clayton explains physics.

Amy looks a bit chilly.

Steven's a hungry boy.

Above: Wesley and Katherine enjoy the Senior croquish boil. Below: Left: Tommy shrugs off his golden arm. Below: Right: Houston works?


Above: Kelly gets in the holiday spirit. Below: Max catches up on his reading.

Above: "Do a little dance..." Below: Sage models for the camera.

Above: Martin, shouldn't you be working? Below: Calculus is too much for James.
Yearbook Staff

Meredith counts pics.

Nancy converses with her computer.

Sally tries to organize the desk.

Meredith is excited about finally finishing a page!

Lindi attempts to crop herself.

After 187 pages, endless afternoons, and too many early mornings, the yearbook is finally finished, and all I can say is, it's about time. Despite the long hours, working on the yearbook staff has been fun. I would like to extend a special thanks to some of the many people who have contributed to this year's yearbook: Jesse MacMardle for drawing all of the division pages on such short notice, and all of the students, teachers, and parents who graciously donated pictures. Thank you. An extra special thanks is given to the yearbook sponsors, Mrs. Mary McGeece and Mrs. Carol Young. Although we have not always agreed (actually we seldom agree), their guidance has been very beneficial throughout the year.

And, finally, my thanks and praises go out to this year's incredible yearbook staff—Meredith Guillote, Nancy McDonald, and Lindi Robin. Not only have they spent hours taking pictures and typing pages, but they have also put up with my irritability, which is a major feat in itself. Without their hard work and dedication, this yearbook would have never been completed. Thank you and good luck on next year's yearbook.
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